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Abstract
Cyber threats directed towards high schools
and universities are requiring institutions to
prepare protocols for an active shooter,
bomb threat, or other violence. This study
explores how cyber terrorism threats
influence the functions of educational
institutions. We also endeavor to supply
schools with appropriate responses to cyber
threats to reduce public fear and assist
investigative authorities. By cataloging
threats across the years 2014-2016 we
examined several variables (e.g., age of
suspect). We conclude with
recommendations for institutions regarding
cyber threats.

Introduction & RQs
In a recent example, a threat posted in
a YouTube comment impacted the
routine of The University of Alabama in
September of 2014. The anonymous
poster went by the alias Arthur
Pendragon and threatened students on
campus as compensation for the
treatment of the minority population.
Paralyzed by the threats, students and
faculty looked to the administration for
guidance but only received contradictory
messages regarding the most
appropriate responses.
Our study was guided by the following
research questions:

Methods

Recommendations

In order to collect data, internet searches of cyber threats occurring between 20142016 were performed via related topics such as:
§ Cyber terrorism schools
§ School cyber threats
§ Cyber threat college

§ Due to a lack of protocols and
preparations prior to cyber terrorism
threats across institutions, we
recommend that educational
institutions devise and update
protocols for cyber threats annually to
maintain security and order.

After compiling a list of cyber terrorism threats towards institutions, the individual
instances were investigated. In order to avoid potential reporting biases, information
was collected from multiple forums such as social media, newspaper reports, and
various televised newscasts. Each instance was examined for the following elements:
§ Time lapse between threat’s post and the school’s notification
§ The time taken to alert local authorities of the threat
§ Institution’s responses to ensure the safety of the student and faculty
§ Any arrests made in connection to the threat
§ The gender of those arrested

§ Institutions should partner with local,
state, and federal law enforcement in
developing protocols and responses.
§ Institutions may employ individuals to
monitor internet activity for early
detection of cyber threats. Also,
consider models for reporting that
utilized the “see something, say
something” heuristic for social media.

Findings (N=25)
§ Active shooter threats comprised 24% while bombs were 32% and 44% were
other; see Figure 1.
§ Out of twenty-five cases, only one educational institution possessed a protocol to
follow for the cyber threat that occurred.
§ Only 56% (14) of the investigations resulted in an arrest (Figure 2).
§ Nine of the arrested were of the adolescent age, ranging from 12 to 16 years old.
§ Only one individual out of the fourteen arrests was female.
Types of Threats

Future Research
Emoji’s as cyber terrorism???

Arrests in Lieu of a Cyber Threat

Activ e Shooter : 6 Threats
Activ e Shooter : 6 Threats

Other : 11 Threats
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Other : 11 Threats
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Arrests : 14 people
Arrests : 14 people

I. How are cyber threats enacted and
what processes do institutions use to
respond?
II.What are the best practices for
educational institutions to use for
appropriate responses to cyber
threats?
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Figure 2

A twelve-year-old’s use of emojis on
Instagram sparked a school-wide panic.
The young girl posted a picture to the
popular social media site with the
caption, “Killing. Meet me in the library
Tuesday,” surrounded by the gun, knife,
and bomb symbols. Upon arrest, the girl
claimed that she meant no harm by the
emojis. Other cases have arisen
regarding the terroristic interpretations of
particular emojis; some cases are in line
to be seen by the Supreme Court in the
near future.

